GMR 5089-2CKHS
Submersible* GMRS/FRS
With Charging Kit,
2 VOX Headsets and
2 Carabiners

TRU-WATERPROOF™ combines rugged durability with watertight construction to create a radio that can take on the most extreme outdoor conditions. These products meet the tough JIS7* water intrusion test in which the product is submerged at a depth of 3 feet for 30 minutes. Whether hiking, biking, boating or hunting wild game, Uniden GMRS/FRS 2-Way Radios provide the reliable communications you need to stay connected during any outdoor activity.

**The FCC requires GMRS operators to have a license. No license is required for operation on FRS channels 8-14 or any channel in Canada. *Unit is not waterproof when using headsets. Actual range may vary depending on environmental and terrain conditions. Due to FCC requirements, the maximum range can only be achieved on the GMRS channels (1-7 and 15-22) allowing for increased power.

Package Includes: 2 Radios, 2 Headsets, 2 Carabiner Clips, 2 Belt Clips, 2 Rechargeable Battery Packs, Charging Cradle, AC Adapter and Printed Materials.

SPECIFICATIONS (W x H x D):

- **22 CHANNELS**
  Offers 7 FR S and 15 GMRS Channels.

- **6,270 CHANNEL COMBINATIONS**
  Gives you many options for keeping your group together.

- **284 PRIVACY SETTINGS**
  142 Privacy codes & 142 group codes per channel help reduce interference from other users.

- **MAXIMUM ALLOWED POWER**
  For best range performance.

- **HEADSET JACK**
  Connect a VOX headset for private conversations (included).

- **DIRECT CALL WITH CALLER ID**
  Lets you contact someone directly, without disturbing others in your group.

- **AUTOMATIC CHANNEL CHANGE**
  Lets you change your group to another channel to get away from interference.

- **SUBMERSIBLE**
  Allows for the radios to be submersed up to 1 meter (3.28 ft) for 30 minutes.

- **WEATHER ALERT**
  Receive emergency/weather broadcasts from the NOAA National Weather Service. When in Emergency/Weather mode, the system monitors the selected emergency/weather channel for alerts when not communicating.

- **ROGER BEEP**
  Lets others know when you finish your transmission.

- **EMERGENCY STROBE**

RANGE VS. TERRAIN

THE RIGHT CHOICE
Uniden + Sustainability

Our packaging is 100% recyclable, minimal in size, and printed with non-toxic inks. Our manufacturing standards restrict the use of hazardous chemicals. Please care for our planet.